
2022 Silverbowl International Extemp Questions
1. Does China have too much influence over the WHO?
2. Are travel restrictions an effective tool in the fight against COVID variants?
3. Will cryptocurrency mining harm global efforts to mitigate climate change?
4. Should France grant autonomy to Guadeloupe?
5. Are the energy goals for Germany set by the Green Party unrealistic?
6. Should OPEC increase oil production?
7. Is the threat of a coup growing in Burkina Faso?
8. How can the Mexican government get criminal cartels under control?
9. Should Spain make changes to its Citizens Security Law?
10. Are Western efforts to ban arms sales to Myanmar’s military counterproductive?
11. If Russia invades Ukraine, should China invade Taiwan?
12. Should Great Britain allow Scotland to hold another independence referendum?
13. Will Eric Zemmour be Macron’s runoff challenger in the next French presidential election?
14. How can Xiomara Castro improve Honduran democracy?
15. Did the BJP err by repealing India’s farm laws?
16. Will international powers fail to reach an agreement with Iran over its nuclear program?
17. Does Sudan’s military have too much control over the nation’s political transition?
18. Will Silvio Berlusconi become the next president of Italy?
19. Has Africa become the battleground of the West’s emerging rivalry with China?
20. Five years on, has Colombia’s peace deal lived up to the hype?
21. How will the world decide the COVID-19 pandemic is over?
22. Should the British Conservative Party give Boris Johnson the boot?
23. What will be the global impact of the Evergrande default?
24. Is Aung San Suu Kyi the best leader for Myanmar’s democratic movement going forward?
25. To what degree can Emmanuel Macron make the European Union more powerful in the world?
26. Should El Salvador’s political leadership continue negotiating with street gangs?
27. Will New Zealand’s anti-smoking plan work?
28. What can the dysfunction that bedevils global democracies?
29. Who will win Colombia’s next presidential election?
30. Should Israel end its policy of nuclear ambiguity?
31. Will 2022 see the end of the COVID-19 pandemic?
32. Should the international community refuse to release funds to the Taliban government until their human

rights record improves?
33. Is Gambia’s truth commission working?
34. How can Ukraine best prepare to defend itself from a Russian invasion?
35. How can the Chinese government encourage its population to spend more in 2022?
36. Are Erdogan’s policies making Turkey’s economic situation worse?
37. Should African countries rely on their neighbors more than the United Nations to put down internal

rebellions?
38. How can Boris Johnson reverse his eroding political position?
39. Does Chile need more or less “neoliberalism”?
40. Will Libya be able to hold a fair and impartial presidential election?
41. Which candidates will make the French presidential runoff this spring?
42. How can Turkmenistan put an end to the “Gates of Hell” fire?
43. Are Russian concerns about NATO expansion to its border justified?
44. Can the UN save Sudan’s democratic transition?
45. Was Cambodian Prime Minister Hun Sen’s recent trip to Myanmar helpful or harmful for efforts to resolve the

nation’s political crisis?
46. How can Bulgaria reverse its population decline?
47. Is Bosnia falling outside of the West’s orbit?
48. Will street protests in Kazakhstan produce lasting change?
49. Is the refusal of some nations to sell defense components to Turkey weakening the NATO alliance?
50. How can African nations reduce their reliance on commodities?


